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Innovate UK

Innovate UK drives productivity 

and growth by supporting 

businesses to realise the potential 

of new technologies, develop ideas 

and make them a commercial 

success



Introduction 
to Vehicle-to-

Grid



EV Charging impacts the Grid

 Electricity consumption from EVs will rise to 1,800 

TWh by 2040 from 6 TWh in 2016 (5% of energy 

consumption in 2040) 
[Source: Bloomberg New Energy Finance Electric Vehicles Outlook 2017]

 Power consumption from EVs create demand 

peaks: from 5GW to 18 GW peak demand from 

EVs in UK by 2050 with no Smart Charging
[Source: National Grid Future Energy Scenarios 2017]

 Network reinforcements are needed to cope 

with the extra demand

£17 bn 
costs by 

2050



EV Batteries as Distributed Energy 
Resource

V2G

Vehicle to Grid (V2G) includes all technologies and systems that 

achieve a more tight integration of EVs with the Power Grid:

 EVs act as controllable loads, to smooth demand peaks

 EVs can act as distributed storage, providing energy back to the Grid 

 EV drivers earn rewards in exchange for grid services



Why do we need ‘flexibility sources’?

 Obligation to serve: supply must 

follow the (variable) demand

 Historically, the variability has been 

absorbed with controllable sources 

 Renewables inherently add to the 

uncertainty, on the supply side too

 Storage (including EVs through V2G) 

is a controllable source that can 

buffer variability



Customer’s perspective

 Choice, not obligation – Participation in 

V2G programmes must be voluntary

 Reward – V2G business models need to 

find a way to compensate EV drivers

 Engaged users – customers will join V2G 

schemes if they see clear advantages and 

no disruption to use of EVs for transport



Drivers to 
Vehicle-to-

Grid in the UK



A Smart Energy System supports V2G

An Electricity System ready to adapt to new 
consumers and generators, and business 
models is necessary for V2G to be viable

 Local Generation

 Time of usage tariffs

 Aggregators and Smart Energy 

Services

 Open and simplified flexibility markets

 Distribution Network Operators (DNOs) 

▸ Distribution System Operators 

(DSOs) 



V2G market value

Using EVs as controllable load allows to defer 

Power System upgrades

 Up to £8 bn cost savings

As a distributed storage, EVs act as flexibility
source:
 Providing services to TSO - £1 bn market in

2017
 Supporting local grid (DSO)
 Favouring integration of Renewables
 Demand Side Response



Services V2G could provide



Innovate UK 
Vehicle-to-

Grid 
programme



Innovation on V2G

Transportation and Energy sectors converge: effective V2G implementation still requires work on

 Uptake of EVs in the UK market

 Demonstration of reliable business cases for V2G in UK

 Development of affordable hardware

 Development of aggregation platforms

 Evaluation of long term battery life for combined 

transport and V2G use cases

 User engagement – EV owners need to ‘buy-in’ the V2G 

technology and operations



Innovation on V2G

 Uptake of EVs in the UK market

 Demonstration of reliable business cases for V2G in UK

 Development of affordable hardware

 Development of aggregation platforms

 Evaluation of long term battery life for combined 

transport and V2G use cases

 User engagement – EV owners need to ‘buy-in’ the V2G 

technology and operations

Innovate UK V2G competition awarded £30m in 3 key areas:

Feasibility Studies Collaborative R&D Real-world demo

8 projects explore feasibility of innovative 
business models for V2G

5 projects will develop V2G HW and 
aggregation platforms in the UK, creating an 
integrated V2G supply chain

8 projects will trial more than 2700 vehicles 
in V2G operation, covering different customer 
types, geographical areas and customer 
propositions



A world-leading range of V2G projects

 Funded projects represent the biggest, most diverse range of activities on V2G in the 

world 

 Innovative technologies and business models validated

o Across different geographical regions

o For different users and contexts – residential, commercial

o For different types of vehicles – car, bus, van

 Funded projects will trade energy on active markets

 User involvement will help shape V2G business propositions



Impact of V2G Programme

 UK world leader on V2G – The sheer size and diversity of the programme have made the UK the centre 

for developments on V2G in the world 

 V2G commercial customer propositions already available  – Companies like OVO have already 

publicly advertised offerings for V2G

 Fast-growing supply chain – multiple EV charger manufacturers developing V2G HW and energy 

services platforms integrating V2G functionality



International 
and future and 

Outlook



A look at international markets for V2G

Canada
France
Japan
South Korea
United Kingdom

Primary Markets

China
Germany
United States

Secondary Markets

Cenex V2G Market Study: www.cenex.co.uk/vehicle-to-grid/



A look at international markets for V2G
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Featured project in 
forthcoming report
N.b. not all project partners 

shown

Cenex V2G Market Study: www.cenex.co.uk/vehicle-to-grid/



Distinctive AC approach
LomboXnet “Smart Solar 

Charging”

A look at international markets for V2G
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Pioneering vehicle-to-building 
model

Mitsubishi Motors Corp

Early-mover in V2G space –
project beginning 2012 

KEPCO, Hyundai

Delivering cutting-edge 
customer insights

Groupe PSA, “Grid Motion”

Spearheading behind-the meter 
approach in Island context 
Hitachi “JUMPSmart MAUI”

50 chargers with innovative EMS
UC San Diego, Nuvve

World’s first fully commercial 
vehicle-to-grid hub

Nissan, “Parker”

Innovative DNO-led study of 
impact on network
Northern Powergrid

Ground-breaking DSO services trial
Alliander “City-zen Smart City”

Unique redispatch approach
Tennet, The Mobility House, Nissan

Featured project in 
forthcoming report
N.b. not all project partners 

shown

Cenex V2G Market Study: www.cenex.co.uk/vehicle-to-grid/



A look at international markets for V2G

 Demand Side Response (DSR) ready markets will 

be first movers in V2G 

 Europe – Most receptive market for V2G. Open and DSR-

enabled energy markets puts France and UK in the lead

 Americas – Canada lead market due to EV uptake rates

and DSR support. USA strong but regionally fragmented

market

 Asia – Japan exhibits strongest potential thanks to

technology readiness and deregulation of energy market.

China strong EV market, but limited DSR support

Key points

 Regulatory support needed for V2G real

world implementation

 Sizeable growth of V2G from mid 2020s

 Business case and customer identification

keys to successful deployment



Conclusions

 From problem to solution – V2G can turn EVs into flexibility resources, generating value for customers, 

making the Power System more reliable, increasing penetration of renewables

 Innovative business models – services stacking and understanding market opportunity and value is key 

to commercial deployment of V2G

 A proposition that works for customers – rolling out V2G commercially hinges in understanding 

customer behaviours and needs, and find solutions that work for them

 iUK V2G programme to answer some of the uncertainties around V2G – from battery 

degradation to HW/SW development to customer engagement and business modelling, the iUK is the first V2G 

programme in the world trying to address current barriers to V2G at scale and for a variety of customers/vehicles

 International growth of V2G market from mid 2020s – regulatory support is needed for V2G 

commercial deployment and DSR-enabled markets will be the first movers in this space



Thank you


